Dress Goods, Neckwear, Belts, Etc—Everything bright and new

Just Received

Duck and Lingerie Hats
For outing, Traveling, and Summer

For the month of June, July, and August, Fashion has decreed that White in Millinery is the correct mode. We have gathered from sources East, a very select line, and are submitting to you the "really good thing" in the White Hat Line. Nowhere can you secure better styles, and at lower prices than we quote.

Just Received

White Hats

The Bazaar

For the month of June, July, and August, Fashion has decreed that White in Millinery is the correct mode. We have gathered from sources East, a very select line, and are submitting to you the "really good thing" in the White Hat Line. Nowhere can you secure better styles, and at lower prices than we quote.
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June Special 1906

Advance Prices

Miss Mary Bartels Millinery
Parlors
Located at Residence
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